Sub:- Calibration of electronic in-motion weighbridges.

Ref:- SR's letter No. M/M&P/347WB dated 25.06.2013(Copy enclosed)

A request of Southern Railway for stamping & certification of in-motion weighbridge at Irumpam & Cochin Harbour Terminus has been turned down by Kerala Legal Metrological department as the test rake did not have any certification for verification & stamping from Legal Metrology authorities in terms of Legal metrological General rules, 2011. Thereafter test rake was moved to Carriage workshop, Perambur (nominated POH shop) and Legal Metrology department of Tamil Nadu turned down the request for stamping & certification of test rake stating that the reference wagon could be verified with verified stamped weights in Hexagonal shape only.

RDSO may provide the existing guidelines of test weights required in test rakes need for calibration of electronic in-motion weighbridges, and the procedure being followed by other railways and accepted by Zonal Metrology department in different States.

Comments of RDSO must be sent through return fax as the matter is very serious since the weighment on the above said weighbridges is held up.

This may please be treated as Most Urgent.
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